For Authors
Structured Abstract Submission
Authors are invited to submit a structured abstract of maximum 3,300 characters including
spaces. Figures and tables should not be a part of the abstract.
A Structured Abstract can be inserted online following your Registration via conference
webpage (after login).
The Structured Abstract must be submitted by 14th March 2021 using the online Abstract
Template.
The Online Abstracts Template has five mandatory parts: Title, Paper’s objective(s),
Data/Methods, Results/Conclusions, JEL code (3300 characters is the sum of all parts).
A separate part of the abstract/paper may be a scientific Acknowledgement.
The Structured Abstract will be reviewed by the Editorial Board. Structured Abstracts not
within the scope of the conference, or of suitable quality, will be rejected. Authors will be
notified about the structured abstract acceptance/rejection by 31st March 2021.
Paper submission (revision)
Authors of accepted abstracts are invited to submit a paper of maximum 10 pages (including
references, tables and figures). Papers should be submitted only via the conference webpage
(after login).
The papers must be submitted by 30th April 2021 using only the paper template.
All papers will be double blind reviewed by two referees nominated by the Editorial Board. All
papers must be original submissions that have not already been published. The originality of all
received papers will be verified through the Crossref database system.
Authors will be notified about the reviewers´ decision by 23rd May
2021 (accepted/rejected/revision). The revised paper must be submitted by 20th June 2021
together with a Checklist of adjustments. The final decision on acceptance/rejection of the paper
will be announced until 30th June 2021.
The Conference Proceedings from previous years are indexed (or in process) in the Web of
Science (ISI Web of Knowledge) database. The Conference Proceedings 2021 will be sent for
indexation immediately after the conference.
The five best papers (reviewed by the Editorial Board) will be offered the possibility of
publishing in a reviewed journal registered in the SCOPUS database.
Papers not presented at the conference will not be published in the Conference Proceedings.
Paper suggestion (creating recommendations) – USE PAPER TEMPLATE:
Introduction
In this chapter author(s) have to provide a short review of the current state in the area of the
paper’s aim. The paper should refer to significant sources, particularly scientific journals and

conference proceedings listed in the databases of ISI Web of Knowledge. Due to good
experience and the quality of contributions from previous years, we also appreciate references
to the “Agrarian perspectives” proceedings https://ap.pef.czu.cz/cs/r-12193-conferenceproceedings or journals in the field of agricultural economics such as: “Agris on-line Papers in
Economics and Informatics” http://online.agris.cz/, “Scientia Agriculturae Bohemica”
https://sab.czu.cz/cs/, “Agricultural Economics” http://www.agriculturejournals.cz .
Materials and Methods
In this chapter, author(s) provide the description of used method(s), characteristics of data files,
etc. If author(s) are consequential from previous papers, they should describe them shortly too.
Results and Discussion
Author(s) should use this chapter to describe the results as clearly as possible. The author(s)
should also discuss the results in comparison to the results of other authors.
Equations, images, tables, examples…
Equations, graphs, images and tables must be centered. If the equations need to be numbered,
use bold numbers in thin brackets on the right side (use invisible tables for alignment, see
example below). We recommend using MS Word's integrated equation editor:
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Images and tables are formatted as in the following examples.
Example of a figure:
Figure 1. Image description

Source: European Association, 2014

Example of a table:
Heading type
Title
Chapter
Section
Paragraph
Note.

Table 1. Table description
Example
Font
Sample document…
AP - Title
Instructions
AP - Chapter
Styles
AP - Section
Paragraphs. If you want…
AP - Test + bold
Note. Inscribe the notes…
AP - Text + italics
Source: European Association, 2014

A table should have single lines. Use “AP table” font for the table text, “AP head table” font
for the table heading, “AP figure” font for the name of the table and “AP source” font for
resources (see Paper Template).

Conclusion
Author(s) should summarize the paper and stress the most important point(s). Moreover,
author(s) should consider including topics for future work.
Acknowledgements
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References
Each reference must be mentioned in the text as a continuous quotation and vice versa, i.e. the
surname and year of the reference within the body of the text.
Examples of continuous quotations:
1 author
Smith (2010) pointed out the problem.
The problem is well-known (Smith, 2010).
2-3 authors
Smith and Jones (2009) improved the method.
The method was significantly improved (Smith, Jones and Cooper, 2008).
More than 3 authors
Smith et al. (2010) provide the solution.
The solution already exists (Smith et al., 2010).
For a list of references it is required to follow the reference style in alphabetical order (similar
to Harvard citation convention), including ISBN/ISSN and DOI (if possible).
Examples of list of references:
Book:
Colman, D. and Young T. (1989), “Principles of Agricultural Economics: Markets and Prices
in Less Developed Countries”, Cambridge, Cambridge University Press, ISBN 9780521336642
Conference paper:
Čechura, L., Kroupová, Z. and Hockman, H. (2014), “Regional competitiveness of Czech
agriculture: What are the sources of neo-endogenous rural development in Czech regions?”
Proceedings of the Agrarian perspectives XXIII, Prague, pp. 37 - 46, ISBN 978-80-213-25456
Web site:
FAO, Food and Agriculture Organization of the United Nations, The State of Food and
Agriculture, Social protection and agriculture: breaking the cycle of rural poverty, Rome, 2015,
[Online], Available: http://www.fao.org/3/a-i4910e.pdf, [Accessed: 23 Nov. 2015]
Journal article:
Malý, M., Kroupová, Z., Čechura, L., Hálová, P. and Havlíková, M. (2016), “Identification and
valuation of public goods within the vertical of cattle breeding”, Agris On-line Papers in
Economics and Informatics, vol. 8, no. 1, pp. 69-82, ISSN 1804-1930, DOI
10.7160/aol.2016.080107

Notes: Give the name of file containing the text of paper with the surname of the first
author without diacritic marks (example: novak.doc).
Ethics Guidelines
The conference AGRARIAN PERSPECTIVES XXX. is committed to the highest ethics
standards. All authors, reviewers, and editors are required to follow the following ethical
principles. In case of any doubts do not hesitate to contact the editors of the AGRARIAN
PERSPECTIVES XXX. conference. (agrarian_perspectives@pef.czu.cz)

Registration fee
FULL registration fee for a paper and a participant (the main author): CZK 2,800 or
EUR 116 (all day conference programme).
Full registration fee includes online access to all scientific sessions and conference materials.
It does not include bank charges!
Payment must be made by a bank transfer by 10 August 2021 to the following account:

Bank:

Česká spořitelna, a.s., Budějovická 1518/13B, 140 00 Praha 4,
Czech Republic

Account number:

9021-6325762

Bank Code:

0800

IBAN:

CZ5008000090210006325762

SWIFT:

GIBACZPX

Variable symbol:

119020

Your specific symbol:

Code of your registration

Recipient:

Czech University of Life Sciences Prague

Information for
recipient:

Participant´s name

Please, use your specific symbol in your fee payment. We are not able to find your payment
without the specific symbol. You can find your specific symbol after logging into the
conference system.

